Kansas State University Fight Song

WILDCAT VICTORY

Harry E. Erickson

1927

 Strict March Tempo

Bb

Hail to the

Eb F Bb Bb7

purple, Hail to the white,

Eb E dim7 Bb/F Bb C7

Wildcat in spri-it, Wildcat in
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F F7 Bb Eb
fight, Hail Alma Mater

E dim.7
from sea to sea, Onward for-

Bb/F G7 C F7 Bb
ever, Hail victory.

CHORUS
Bb C7 F7 (2nd time yell)
Fight! You K-State Wildcats for Alma Mater
fight, fight, fight, fight, Glory in the combat for the

C F7 Bb
purple and the white, Faithful to our

C7 F F7 D7 Eb
colors, we will ever be, Fighting

E dim.7 Bb/F (2nd time only) G+ G7 C7 F7 Bb
ever fighting for a Wildcat Victory.

(2nd time only) a tempo
Hail to the purple, hail to the white. Wildcat in spirit, Wildcat in fight. Hall Alma Mater, from sea to sea. Onward forever.

Hall, victory. Fight, you K-State Wildcats for Alma Mater fight. Glory in the combat for the purple and the white. Faithful to our colors we will ever be.

Fighting, ever fighting for a Wildcat Victory.